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CURRICULUM TOPICS
Stage 2: CLASS 4
Contents:
Developmental Profile Class 4

p.4

Topics

p.6

4.1
4.2

English/History
English/ Science/History

4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8

English
English/History/Geography
Geography/Maths/Science
Geography / Science / History
Science/ Geography
Mathematics:

4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12

Mathematics :
Mathematics:
Mathematics:
Mathematics:

Myths of Northern Europe
The Art, Science and History of Writing
(Class 4/5)
The Arts of Language and Literacy
Spirituality of the Dreaming
Local Area: Mapping
Local Region
The Human Being and the Animal Kingdom
Number Processes :
Factors, Multiples, Long Multiplication, Division
Fractions 1
Fractions 2
Freehand Geometry
Form Drawing

Topics are content areas which can be taught as one or more integrated thematic morning
blocks (Main Lessons) over 3-4 weeks, with connected review and practice lessons developing
the content throughout the year. While it is necessary for the Content Descriptions to be
covered, teachers are able to use their professional judgment concerning the needs of their
Year: content can be recombined or reallocated into Main Lessons and practice lessons over
the year.

Overarching Themes Stage 2, Classes 4-6
Theme A:
Theme B:
Theme C:
Theme D:

p.35

Festivals, Celebrations and the Rhythms of Time
(not applicable to Stage 2)
Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Morning Circle - English/ Creative Arts

Achievement Standards
General Capabilities
Cross Curriculum Priorities
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 4 CHILD AGED 9-10 YEARS

Confidence in Their New Relationship to the World
A new confidence in their ability to meet the world characterises this age. Children have boundless
energy and an eagerness to look at the world and learn. They are more interested in external
perception.
Curriculum Approach to English and History
This new confidence is met with a year-long theme of the myths of Northern Europe: the stories told by
the Vikings and other northern peoples express a robust and resilient confidence in the face of
overwhelming challenges.
Poems and verses of local geography and history as well as the animal kingdom are important.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
This energy and confidence is met in Geography
through longer excursions, hikes and camps into
the local environment as well as stories of the
Vikings who were a courageous sea-faring
culture.
The Norse myths reveal a cultural view of the
creation of the physical world.

Curriculum Approach to Maths
The children find their way into the world. They
extend their practical skills with measurement,
bushwalks and picture representation to mapping
the local area. The world of geometry opens
further to freehand forms based on the circle and
related to creative geometric patterning.

Connection to Place
The children find their way into the space round them more consciously. Not through play nor through
physical work but through a sense of place this is now possible. The children should form a sense of
where they are in relation to their environment, both in a social and geographical sense.
Curriculum Approach to English and History
This connection to place can be expressed in learning the literature of early times in the local
surroundings, in pioneer literature and in the indigenous stories of Australia.
In written expression at the level of the sentence in grammatical work there is work with prepositions
and prepositional phrases (indicating directionality) used in descriptions.
.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography

Curriculum Approach to Maths

Children are able to map the local area and its
landscape, flora and fauna, starting from their
immediate surroundings. This connection to place
is reflected in grammatical work with prepositions
and prepositional phrases used in descriptions.
Their previous skills with measurement are now
fully applied to a larger space.

Their previous skills with measurement are now
fully applied to a larger area. The ability to take a
bird’s eye view emerges and they have a sense of
scale, direction and features by grid reference.

Cognitive Development
As the cognitive capacities unfold, the abilities to hold elements of classification into comparison and of
physical space into relationship are possible.
Curriculum Approach to English and History
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
The integration of various thoughts becomes a
focus as the linked economics, history and
geography of the local environment are
understood. The skill of mapping, requiring aerial
perspective is developed.

Curriculum Approach to Maths
They have the confidence to encompass the
pictorial and concrete world of fractions- the whole
number is broken apart just as they have lost the
wholeness of earlier childhood. They can explore
long multiplication and division as they stand on
the boundary between the pictorial representation
and the technical procedures of the later years.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 4 CHILD AGED 9-10 YEARS
(continued)

Rhythm and Memory
Rhythmic review of work continues in a 3 day rhythm which utilises the sleep time in which memory is
imprinted through into the conscious awareness, habits and physical skills.
Curriculum Approach to English and History
Narrative has a strong descriptive element which creates pictures of form and of environment which
are integrated with practical experience. The rhythm concludes with a more conscious representation
in writing which comes to comparative concepts.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography

Curriculum Approach to Maths

Narrative has a strong descriptive element which
creates pictures of the landscape and culture,
and these are integrated with practical
experience. The rhythm concludes with a more
conscious representation in writing, which
integrates concepts, eg relationships between
historical development and the availability of
resources, such as the need for water supply.

The students are still able to experience number
identity and relationship in rhythm and
movement.
The 2 or 3 day rhythm deepens learning.

DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 4 CHILD AGED 9-10 YEARS
(continued)

Arts-based Multi-modal Imprinting
Knowledge, understanding and skills are more deeply integrated into the body when they are done in
many different modalities
Curriculum Approach to English and History
While story is still used to bring initial pictures, the arts of drawing, drama, poetry and song continue
to provide other pathways to deepen learning
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
While story is still used to bring initial pictures, the
arts of recitation, drawing and drama help to
integrate the study of place in the local area for
the children as well as supporting the perspective
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
Physical experience through the senses deepens
the relationship and ability to map the local
environment.

Curriculum Approach to Maths
Physical experience through the senses deepens
the work with fractions and mapping of the local
environment. They still use artistic and concrete
representation of new concepts and processes
as well as movement and recitation to
experience and imprint mathematical
understanding.

Physical Development
The self-activity of the child brings about a harmonising of the relationship of the breathing to the
blood circulation. (Rawson and Richter, The Educational Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf
Curriculum 2000 p40)
Curriculum Approach to English and History
A new strength emerges that expresses a sense of confidence in the physical body’s ability to meet
the challenges of life.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
This harmony brings a quality of constant
renewal. The children can now physically explore
the whole local region and go on longer hikes and
camp expeditions to encounter the surroundings.

Curriculum Approach to Maths
Exploration and representation of the wider
physical environment is made possible by the
physical skill to explore greater distances.
Rhythmic number movement is supported by the
physical harmony of the body.
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Topic 4.1 English

The Myths of Northern Europe

Speaking and stepping the rhythms of alliterative poetry gives the children the experience that speech
carried on the breath can be filled by the rhythm of a slower or faster heartbeat. In speaking alliterative
poetry, the will element in speech is strengthened, an experience which enables the children to bring their
feeling life into strong connection with their breath and pulse, which has the effect of centering them...the
children can stand more firmly in life and orientate themselves in relation to their environment.
Rawson and Richter

Central Experiences of the Content
Around the age of 10 a confidence can be observed in the child’s relationship with the world: after the
existential sense of separation around 9 has passed, the child confronts the world as a more confident
self, confident in a newly established relationship with the surrounding world. Physical development
brings a new strength and agility. The myths of the Norsemen provide a literature that meets this new
found confidence: the robust resilience of these sea-faring peoples in their journeys was fired by the
imagery of their mythological world. The child of this age is equally inspired by the range of emotion, by
the sophistication of the narratives, the alliterative verse and by the strength of purpose of the characters.

Future Capacities
Unique among world mythologies, these stories have an end: Ragnarok, the last battle which ushers in
the new world of the current time, is also a metaphor for the end of childhood, the final glimpse of the
magical world of unity that pervades the child’s first experience of life. The growing individual now moves
into the world of adult rationality on a healthy foundation confidence and strength.
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Content Description
Topic 4.1
English Literature: The Myths of Northern Europe
Students will learn to:
1. Listen to stories of the myths of Northern Europe, identify key images and use to share in
discussion;
2. Read a range of literature based on the myths of Northern Europe
3. Distinguish and use verb tenses of past, present and future
4. Retrieve literal information from texts and when supported can make inferences e.g. infer a
character’s personality by their actions (such as Loki)
5. Create imaginative literary texts based on the myths of Northern Europe developing storylines,
characters and settings and demonstrating increasing control over text structures and
language features
6. Reread and edit for meaning, spelling and structure
7. Recall and summarise the main ideas from written and spoken texts
8. Consider the composition of visual elements in illustrations of texts representing the myths of
Northern Europe and how the meaning is enhanced by different choices

Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning
Multi-Modal
Experiences
Artistic/Practical
Elaboration
Listen to a range of
Retell narratives in
myths from the
sequence
Northern European
traditions such as:
Create illustrated books
from the stories
Norse Gods of Asgard
from the Eddas
Participate in
Kalevala
dramatisations of Northern
Beowulf
European myths
Siegurd the Volsung
Weland the Smith
Enact dramatisations of
characters from the myths
Learn a range of
(Norns/ the Fates) which
verses and runes from represent the past, the
Northern European
present and the future;
traditions
Represent runes in carved
rune stones;
Participate in collaborative
learning groups to create
texts

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills
Plan, draft and edit a range of texts based on
the literature of Northern Europe, using
paragraphs appropriately
Recognise and work with a variety of sentence
types including simple and compound.
Use appropriate linkages in texts using
connectives such as “then, next”
Write and read texts with past, present and
future verb tenses
Read a range of literature on the myths
distinguishing between text types (eg
comparing narrative myths with historical
sources on Viking culture)
Use and understand wider vocabulary
especially idiomatic or proverbial speech such
as found in runes and verses
Reads older forms of English and recognises
how words have changed over time
(etymology)
Spelling: continue to develop all spelling
strategies (context, phonological, morphemic,
rules) to recognise unfamiliar words including
homophones
Comprehension: continue to develop a range
of strategies to understand both literal and
inferred meaning
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Topic 4.2

Science/History/English

Technology Study - The Art, Science and * History of Writing
* The History component is often done in Class 5.
Calligraphy paints words: Preciseness, beauty, distinctness. Simplicity, originality, proportion. Unity,
mastership, freedom.
Source Unknown

Central Experiences of the Content
The Science and Art of Handwriting bring the students an experience of connection to the activity of
writing as an expression of inner orientation and stylistics. Just as they have gained confidence in their
ability to build a home and farm the land in Class 3 they now, through practical experience come to a
connection to the art of written communication.
The history focus begins with a mythological connection which addresses the human consciousness that
underpins representation of thought. It then moves to the development of the history of writing.

Future Capacities
When students are connected to their world and the technology they use, have made the tools
themselves they learn to be more careful and respectful of their own and others belongings.
In addition, modern research suggests that the earlier educational focus on handwriting, with its stress on
beauty and perfection of form, practice of different styles and fluidity may have had a beneficial effect on
cognitive function.1 Students learn the art of fluent handwriting and calligraphy which builds an ability for
calm focus and inner as well as outer balance and harmony of form.

1

Doidge, Norman (2010) The Brain that Changes Itself. Chapter 3
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Content Description
Topic 4.2 Science/English
The Art, Science, *History of Writing
Students will learn to:
1. Make a pen with quill, an ink pot and ink;
2. Explore materials in the natural environment that have been used for writing and recording and
the importance to a community of this ability to write for wisdom, knowledge, trade, historical
records and agreements.
3. Practice calligraphy;
4. Refine the style and flow of their handwriting;
5. Understand the historical development of writing materials;
6. Relate to mythological beginnings of ability to engage in writing.
* The History component is often held back until Year 5 when history is a major focus.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills

Hear stories and
descriptions of the
technology of materials on
which to write and the
science and importance to
the community of their use.

Explore, use or make writing materials
such as rock, bark, clay or wax tablets,
handmade paper with their different
qualities and properties.
Explore and use writing implements
such as sticks, brushes, handmade
pens with a quill.

Recall, illustrate and write
descriptions of stories and
descriptions of the technology
and use of writing materials.

Hear stories and
descriptions of the
technology of writing
inks/pigments and the
science and relevance of
their use.
View examples of the styles
of decorative writing and
manuscript work
* Hear myths of the
beginning of writing and
reading which are won
through inner processes of
trial and striving
* Hear and research the
development of writing.

Make and use pigments, paints or inks
of various types. Practise block
printing.

Recall, illustrate and write the
processes and relevance..

Practice different calligraphy styles,
illuminated letters, page and border
decorations
Illustrate and dramatise the
mythological stories.
Make runes

Develop fluency, creativity and
a sense of aesthetic of
presentation of handwriting.
Write recounts of the stories
and practice scripts developed.

Illustrate developmental steps in the
history of writing/printing.

Make timelines of the
development.
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Topic 4.3 English The Arts of Language and Literacy
What are prepositions for, but the means of making us aware of our relation to the world, to the kingdoms
of nature and to our fellow men? What are adverbs for, but to make us aware of the quality of our
actions? No wonder that grammar was the first of the Seven Liberal Arts studied in the medieval
universities, for it opens the door to consciousness and self-consciousness, without which there is no
such thing as a man.
AC Harwood 1975

Central Experiences of the Content
In Year 4 students reach a stage of integrated language development where the areas of language,
literature and literacy combine in a harmonious manner to express and communicate meaning, emotion
and intention. Their increasing confidence in general is expressed in particular in English in an ability to
present ideas in the oral form of a more prepared speech, in consciously working with different types of
sentences, and with the ability to express themselves over a wider range of text types. They read more
sophisticated literature with more strategies of comprehension. Elements of this general development are
manifested through all subjects of the curriculum and may be integrated into other topic areas, or may be
grouped into a single topic for specialised treatment.

Future Capacities
A balanced development in literacy is of central importance in the formation of a world citizen, one at
home in the language and literature of his/her own culture, but also sympathetically attuned to the
literatures of other cultures at home and internationally. The ability to move sympathetically across
cultures is a mark of our global future; the ability to express oneself at every level is the hallmark of the
successful communicator.
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Content Description
Topic 4.3 English

The Arts of Language and Literacy

Students will learn to:
Grammar
1. Recognise that sentences may express either a statement, a command, a question or an
exclamation;
2. Identify prepositions as a part of speech and use them in prepositional phrases and
adverbials
3. Understand the subject in a sentence can be referred to in different way.
4. Explore how sentences can be enriched through noun and verb groups
Spelling:
5. Demonstrates a variety of strategies to spell unfamiliar words including knowledge about
morphemic word families, general spelling patterns and context;
Punctuation:
6. Use punctuation to read with expression e.g. speech marks, commas
7. Recognise how quotation marks are used to signal dialogue and reported speech, and
understand the difference between direct and indirect speech
Reading
8. Read a range of texts using a number of strategies (context, semantic, grammatical) and
demonstrating comprehension of literal and inferred meaning
9. Write a variety of book reviews including novels and informative texts
10. Read simple narrative and information texts that have familiar structures e.g. reports have
a general introductory statement, and paragraphs organized by content
11. Read texts usually comprised of simple and compound sentence structures, with some use
of complex sentences.
12. Read texts which may move between tenses in the one text
13. Read, with support and preparation, texts outside their personal, social and cultural
context.
Making texts
14. Write for a range of audiences and over a range of text types including personal letters and
descriptions of simple personal experience including journals
15. Plan, draft and write short imaginative and informative texts using growing knowledge of
texts structures and language features and selecting artistic elements appropriate to the
audience
16. Identify some characteristic features of used in imaginative and informative texts
17. Understand how alphabetical order, contents tables, indexes, headings, visuals and
glossaries help retrieve information from non-narrative texts.
18. Understand different ways that texts are made cohesive
19. Understand how imaginative, informative and persuasive texts are influenced by their
audience and purpose
20. Compare sentence structures between different types of texts
21. Understand how evaluative language can give force to commands
22. Explore language of persuasive texts
Listening and speaking
23. Use interaction skills to listen to others, recognising they may have differing experiences
and ideas, share responses and express a point of view about literary experiences
24. Present their own ideas in a prepared speech: plan, rehearse and deliver taking the
intended audience into account
Poetics.
25. Understand simple elements of poetics such as rhyme and rhythm, including nonsense
rhymes
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4.3

Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved:

Initial Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills

Learn about different sentence
types: statement, command,
question, exclamation

Dramatise the meaning of
different types of sentence
through role plays

Identify how evaluative
language adds force
Identify and use prepositions
and prepositional phrases

Distinguish prepositions as a
part of speech and the phrase
as a subset of a sentence

Play “grammar games” to
personify the action of
prepositions in a sentence

Read a variety of fiction and
non-fiction texts

Present oral and other responses
(such as drawing story maps,
timelines and illustration)

Listens to a variety of
speeches from class peers
and uses appropriate
responses
Experiences a range of text
types written to different
audiences
Write letters to a range of
people known to the class

Write simple book reviews of a
variety of texts

Prepare and deliver presentations

Participates in group discussions
on a variety of topics
Compare ways that sentences
can be connected in different
texts using different connectives
eg “Then”, “So” “Later”
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The Study of History in the Steiner Curriculum
Introduction for Steiner Schools
Class 4
In Class 4 the transition can be made from these lessons (Home Surroundings) towards a first
presentation of local history, introduced in a free and simple manner. The children can for instance be
told how it happened that wine was cultivated in their home surroundings, if this should be the case, or
how fruit growing became established, how this or that industry was built up and similar matters.
Rudolf Steiner: Curriculum Lectures Stuttgart 1919
Class 5
In the Fifth Class every effort will be made to make a beginning with actual historical ideas, and just at
this time in the fifth class, there must be no faltering in getting the children to grasp ideas of the cultures
of the oriental and Greek peoples. The reluctance to look back into ancient times has only grown up in
present day man and he has no capacity for applying the right ideas to what he sees when he looks back.
A child between 10 and 11 can do this very well, that is if one continually rouses his feelings in making
him aware of all that can give him understanding of the Orientals and the Greeks.
Rudolf Steiner: Curriculum Lectures Stuttgart 1919
Class 6
Historical accounts of the Greeks and Romans and the effects of Greek and Roman History up to
the beginning of the fifteenth century, form the content of this sixth school year.
(ib)
It is possible to treat wars in ancient times from a cultural-historical perspective…..You must describe the
constitution of Lycurgus and , for example, the difference between the Athenian and Spartan way of
life…with regard to the Roman constitution you must awaken the picture that every Roman was a lawfanatic and could count up the laws on his fingers. The Twelve Table Laws were taught there as the
multiplication tables are taught in our times.
Rudolf Steiner: Lecture 25.9.1919
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Topic 4.4

History/ English / Geography
Spirituality of the Dreaming

Central Experiences of the Content
The students extend their sense of place by being grounded in the Stories of the Dreaming. From the
earlier stories of Year 1, the students meet this Indigenous Australian content on a new level of
awareness, combining story elements with the historical. From the simple stories of Year 1, the students
can now move to more detailed and depth rendering of Dreaming stories of more complexity such as the
Rainbow Serpent, the All-Father, totems and the Songlines.
Stories of the meetings of the first colonists with the indigenous inhabitants can be given in imaginative
form or in simple historical narrative. Students will learn aspects of the indigenous experience in their own
locality as well as in general from across the continent, such as the Songlines.

Future Capacities
As future Australian citizens an awareness and sympathetic understanding of both the traditional
indigenous worldview and the impact which foreign occupation had on this worldview are fundamental
and formative.
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Content Description
Topic 4.4 History/ English

Spirituality of the Dreaming

1. Listen to, illustrate and write Stories of the Dreaming with illustration appropriate to the
cultural context
2. Incorporate new vocabulary from a range of sources
3. Demonstrate beginning skills in organising information
4. Use indexes, tables of contents and headings in simple information texts to retrieve
information
5. Discuss how the depictions of characters reflect the contexts in which they were created.
6. Describe the key elements of the indigenous world view: the Dreaming, and the connection
to Place and Country. Understand the custodial responsibility the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people have to the environment, and their views of use of resources
7. Develop narratives of simple oral presentations of recent happenings (news) as a narrative
differentiating past events, the present and future.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved:
Initial Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills

Hear stories of indigenous
Australian traditions

Students meet and discuss with
representatives of local
indigenous groups.

Write texts outlining a range of
indigenous stories expressing the
indigenous worldview

Students listen to Indigenous
stories and hear about
Indigenous life and people in the
local area

Create an illustrated book of local
stories and traditional life

Learn about key elements
of the indigenous tradition:
The Dreaming, Songlines,
Rainbow Serpent etc
Visit local sites of
significance to indigenous
people
Explore meetings of the
Aboriginal and /or Torres
Strait Islander peoples with
European and the effect of
these interactions

Participate in dramatised scenes
from stories
Discuss the different nature of
the indigenous worldview from
that of the colonial occupiers
Explore how indigenous art
works express the traditional
worldview as a map of country

Undertake simple research on
local indigenous traditions using
library search skills
Demonstrates beginning skills in
organising information
Understand that Standard
Australian English grew from the
English of the first colonists plus
the overlays of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples and
many migrant groups.
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Topic 4.5

Geography/Maths/Science
The Local Area / Mapping

Central Experiences of the Content
The ability to take a bird’s eye view can be built up from walks and drawn pictures of the local
environment and the story form of the flight of the bird. The transposition to this perspective from a
height, while imaginative in process, is also objective and precise in form. The students use their
measurement skills from Class 3 to take hold of the space around their classroom and school. It is the
beginning of the coming into a more aware sense of space.

Future Capacities
Students wake up to the presence of their environment. They do not live unconsciously in it but connect
strongly. Working always from the familiar out gives a strong sense of security and ability to integrate all
their experiences. Knowledge is not compartmentalised but always brought into coherence and
relevance.

“My school”
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“Content Description
Topic 4.5 Geography/Maths/Science

The Local Area / Mapping

Students will learn to:
1. Measure distances of buildings and elements of the natural landscape and visualise a bird’s
eye view for a map.
2. Create a map of the school and the surroundings using a scale, a frame and a key.
3. Describe directions on the map and locate features on a grid.
4. Observe, describe, draw and identify local animals and plants and their environment.
5. Explore the way the living things in the environment interact, and their food sources.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved:
Initial Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills

Students hear stories of a
child who is able to fly like a
bird and see everything from
above.

Students measure their desk, the
furniture, the room. They draw the
room and then transpose this into a
birds eye view map.

They use a ruler and draw to
scale using grid references.

Students walk around the
school observing the
environment and measuring
the distanced between
buildings, playgrounds and
natural features such as
grassed areas, trees, and
creeks.

Students draw the features and
buildings of the school and the
surroundings and transpose this into
a map.
They observe and discuss the use of
estimation for measurement and
scale eg
10 fingers =10cm;
10 double hands =1 metre
10x 1metre= classroom width
10x 10 classrooms = oval
length………….

Students use symbols, a key,
a frame, they mark north and
use grid references to find and
describe features.
They interpret the scale to
estimate distances.

Students plan a treasure map
for the class below.

They draw the map to scale with
features for clues highlighted. They
hide the clues at the designated
places.

They estimate distances from
the map and then measure
paces or metres to each clue
and hide notes. They bury the
treasure at the final point.
They write to the younger
children, explaining the
treasure hunt procedure and
how to use the map.

Students plan and go on a
bushwalk/overnight camp
through the local bushland
environment, identify flora
and fauna and observe the
nocturnal animals and hear
stories of the indigenous
people.

Students draw the flora and fauna of
the environment, pace out distances
and record data.
They investigate the food sources
(eg local fruiting trees,) available in
the environment.

Students draw a map of the
local environment and label
areas of habitat of animals and
types of plant growth eg trees,
scrub, creeks.
Identify food sources of the
animals.
They write a journal report of
their experience.
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Topic 4.6

Geography/Science/History
The Local Region / Mapping

We endeavour in an artistic way to give the children a kind of picture of the hills and rivers and other
features of their immediate surroundings. We work out with the children an elementary map of the
immediate neighbourhood they are growing up in and therefore know. We try to teach the children what it
means when you change your point of view from being within a neighbourhood to seeing it from the
outside, from the air. We go through the process of transforming a landscape into a map, taking at first
the landscape they know. We attempt to teach them how the rivers flow through the district, that is we
actually draw the system of rivers and streams on the map …It is good to work with colours….Then we
add the map to the other things that are linked to the way people live. We put in all the configurations of
the district, drawing the children’s attention as we go- here is the part where the fruit trees are planted, so
we draw in the fruit trees and so we bring the map to life for the children.
Rudolf Steiner

Central Experiences of the Content
The students extend their connection to include firstly the whole area bounded by all their homes and the
route to the school and then the wider region of their geographical landscape. They begin to form
connections to the mountains or valleys and their vegetation. The possibilities that the geographical
landscape affords the development of human civilisation are revealed. This leads to understanding of the
historical development of the region from indigenous life to early colonial settlement; where the towns
were built, travel was possible and food could be grown.

Future Capacities
When the students have an understanding of the relationship between the human being and the natural
environment, its gifts and limitations they are more able to predict the repercussions of the denuding of
the environment by society. They have come to see where balance in geographical relationship is
possible and where historically, that balance could have been lost.

Content Description
Topic 4.6 Geography/History/Science/Maths
The Local Region/Geography/Science/History
Students will learn to:
1. Estimate, measure and record distances of the natural landscape and visualise a bird’s eye
view for a map. Create a map of the region using a scale, a frame and a key.
2. Describe directions on the map and locate features on a grid.
3. Observe, describe, draw and identify local animals and plants and their environment.
4. Explore the way the living things in the environment interact, their food source and their
connection to water supply.
5. Question the human living requirements for their local region, explore, research and reflect
on suitable clothing, supplies, cooking and shelter for their trip in the natural environment.
Follow protocols for consultation with the local Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
community.
6. Work in cooperative groups, list requirements and manage their own packs/ provisions for
the class camp/excursion, develop plans of action to minimise the effects of the
camp/excursion on the environment’s sustainability, and behave ethically in the natural
environment.
7. Listen to and discuss Indigenous ways of life, their custodial responsibility for Country/Place
and how this influences their views of sustainable approaches to the environment, natural
resources used for hunting, canoes, food supply.
8. Geographical Skills: Pose questions, collect and record data and information from
observation, maps, pictures, stories or interviews in tables, plans, maps. They form and
communicate findings, plans and lists in written, oral and visual form, reflecting on their
learning and suggesting practical action.
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Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved:
Initial Learning Experiences
Students hear stories of the
local region, how the
mountains rise beyond the
plain, where the creeks
begin and how they flow
down to the sea etc.
Students listen to a story of
a camp/bushwalk or
indigenous living through a
local region and what the
people saw, how they hiked
and what they brought.
They hear how they cooked
food, how they made/found
shelters and where water
was available.

Students listen to Dreaming
stories and hear about
indigenous life and people
in the area in which they
are hiking/ camping.

Students create a class
project of a three
dimensional model in paper
mache of their region
based on their hikes and
the maps.

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration
They draw pictures of the
region with both natural
features and man-made
structures built over time.

They research living
requirements and plan a
series of hikes/ 2-4 day camp
and prepare the list of
provisions.
They complete the
preparations in groups with
responsibilities.
They identify flora and fauna
and observe the nocturnal
animals in the various
habitats encountered.
Students observe the natural
environment, draw the flora
and fauna and find bush
food, materials that would
have been used for shelter
and for hunting or canoe
building.

They colour the local
environment and identify the
location of their own homes,
the school and distinctive
local features of the
landscape.

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills
Students hear how the region became
productive and how the environment
changed to support human habitation
with farms and orchards, roads and
bridges.
They label areas of historical
significance.
Students keep a drawing book of the
natural environment with estimates
and measurements of distances.
They transpose the drawings into a
map with key, grid system, scale (line
scale, ratio and statement) and north
compass point.
They label areas of habitat of animals
and types of plant growth eg trees,
scrub, creeks.
Identify food sources of the animals.
They write a journal report of their
experience.
They record their experiences in a
journal and draw and label bush food
and bush crafts.
Label areas of indigenous
significance on their map.
They reflect on the different qualities
of materials available- eg bark, stone,
bone and grasses and their uses and
properties.
They discuss the relationship
between the landscape and the
structural features of the built
environment e.g. bridges, roads,
houses and the local production.
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Topic 4.7

Science / Geography
The Human Being and the Animal Kingdom
Low on his fours the Lion
Treads with the surly Bear',
But Men straight upward from the dust
Walk with their heads in air;
The free sweet winds of heaven,
The sunlight from on high
Beat on their clear bright cheeks and brows
As they go striding by;
The doors of all their houses
They arch so they may go,
Uplifted o'er the four-foot beasts,
Unstooping, to and fro.
- Walter de la Mare

Central Experiences of the Content
The threefold structure of the human being (nerve-sense, rhythmic and metabolic/limb systems) gives an
introduction. The form of the animals is explored in connection to movement and habitat. The limitations
or specialisations expressed through the form are experienced through story, observation, poetry,
drawing, painting, movement and drama. The children experience how one aspect of bodily form is
specialised in each animal eg the kangaroo’s hind legs or the eye of the eagle and this is compared with
the human equivalent. The children experience how the human being has a balanced, harmonised form,
which is less specialised, but with the adaptability of upright posture, free hands with an opposable thumb
and the gifts of speech and reflective thought which allow us to adapt our environment and create tools.

Future Capacities
A lively interest in and connection to the animal kingdom, an awareness of their specialisations and yet a
sense of responsibility toward them based on our potential for guardianship of the earth is one of the
aims of this topic.
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Content Description
Topic 4.7 Science
The Human Being and the Animal Kingdom
Students will learn to:
1. Observe, reflect on, draw and move in relation to the threefold structure of the human being
and the functions of the form.
2. Listen to stories of, observe, draw and explore the links between the form or structure of
animals and their lives and habitats, and the significance of their lives and habitats (using
examples from Africa, South America and Australia)..
3. Compare the animal forms with those of the human being and the functions of the animal forms
with the capacity of the human being for creative work based on the freedom afforded by
upright posture, freeing of the upper limbs and the use of the hands to create tools and
inventions. Understand the role of the human being as caretaker of the earth and all life.

Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills

Hear stories and observe the
form and structure of the
human being in their
environment.

Draw, paint, model, move……
Uprightness of the human being;
the form of the head- rounded and
hollowed out, bony outside; the
limbs – straight and hard inside; the
rhythmic system- round curve of
ribs, straightness of spine.
Draw and paint the individual
animals in their natural
environment.

Write about the special features
of the human form and what
these signify for human life.

Listen to stories of animals
within their natural
environment related to
characteristics of the
landform, vegetation and
rivers to make clear the
relationship of animals to
their environment
*The lion of the Rift Valley in
Africa. The vegetation of the
grasslands and the way the lion
is camouflaged in such an
environment; the monkey or
great apes of Democratic
Republic of Congo. The contrast
of the tropical jungle and how
the monkey lives in the high
canopy almost in the realm of
the birds, sometimes never to
touch the ground, the way it
uses its feet to grasp the lianas
and epiphytes.
*Sth America: the eagle could be
studied in relation to the peaks
of the Andes in Chile.

Model and move the forms and
functions of animal.
Recite and write class and
individual poems about animals.
Eg limbs/tail of the kangaroo; chest
of the lion; teeth of the mouse;
trunk of the elephant; digestive
system of the cow; hooves of the
horse, eye of the eagle, long and
agile limbs of the monkey, scales of
the slender fish or ability to breath
underwater..

Write poetry, reports and
descriptions about animal forms
showing understanding and
respect for the unique quality of
each animal and how their
behaviour is related to form and
instinct.
Learn of individual animals in
the natural environment with
specific reference to 2 countries
in both Africa and Sth. America
as well as Australia and others.
Complete a written and artistic
presentation, poem or project on
an animal exploring through
sensory observation and
research the form and
behaviour.

Hear stories and reflect on
the form and structure of
examples of the animal
kingdom in their environment.
1. Rounded forms-head
animals eg cuttlefish, snail,
scallop.
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Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration
Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills

Draw or model, make or move
Animal specialisations: Human
inventions/tools eg.
Rodents- cutlery
Eagle- binoculars
Digging animals-spade
Snail- house
Fish- snorkel
Experience through drama
comparison of animal movement
(eg crawling and creeping) and
sounds with human uprightness,
free hands, speech.

Reflect on the ability of the
human being to imagine and
create tools and inventions, their
capacity to build equipment,
understand their environment
and how to adapt to it.

2. Animals with strong
rhythmic system eg lion
3.Animals with strong limbs
eg kangaroo
Visit a farm or zoo to observe
animal forms.
Compare the animal
structures to those of the
human being and what can
be created to meet these
needs.
Use everyday tools from the
garden, kitchen or shed.
Hear stories and observe the
capacities of the human
being based on uprightness
(freed hands), speech and
thought.
Hear stories of human
service to the world.
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Write, speak about, and create
poetry on the topic of the
freedom of the human being to
use their hands in service of
others and the world; to choose
our actions.
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Topic: 4.8 Mathematics:
Number Processes:
Factors, Multiples, Long Multiplication/ Division
Central Experience
This topic is a revision and extension of all the number work done previously before the children tackle
long division and later fractions. The tables are completed and practiced daily throughout the year in
morning circle or practice periods as are sections of all previous topics.
Now multiples are formally identified, having already been written in all the past work on tables and
patterns. Factors are known from the tables as well, which have been said from the whole to the parts as
well as the usual way eg 24 is 6x4. The lowest common multiple and highest common factor prepare for
the Fractions topic.
Vertical Multiplication can only be successful when the students feel confident with the times
tables…..Vertical (long) division requires division with remainders, multiplication and subtraction…and …
times/division tables.
Fabrie, Gottenbos, York 2009

Future Capacities
Through number investigations such as factor trees and the Sieve of Eratosthenes the students become
active researchers into number. They gain confidence and fluency in mathematics and can begin to
tackle complex processes.
.

..
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Content Description
Topic: 4.8

Mathematics:

Number Processes :
Factors, Multiples, Long Multiplication/ Division

Students learn to
1. Rhythmically count in all number patterns to 12s., recite all tables to 12x; forwards and back
and; in division form
2. Recognise, model, read, write and sequence numbers to 100,000
3. Solve partition, rearrange, regroup and use addition and subtraction with trading to 10,000;
4. Solve multiplication to 1,000, Solve simple division to 1,000
5. Check answers by the reverse process.
6. Solve a range of sums including those with measurement through mental arithmetic strategies
in daily practice
7. Explore long multiplication and long division
8. Find factors, highest common factors, multiples, lowest common multiples
9. Recognise prime and composite numbers
Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

Representation and
Understanding

Students hear of stories which
revise and extend place value
to 1,000,000.

They draw boxes, crates,
truckloads etc to represent
numbers to 1,000,000

They read, write and sequence
numbers to one million.

Students engage in morning
circle during which they bring
all the times tables together in
movement, forwards and back;
division also; as well as mental
arithmetic problems.

They say tables, recognise
multiples and observe when a
number is a multiple in several
tables.
They visualise use all four
processes, half way problems
and diverse strategies which
are shared by the class.
They represent the problems,
chose strategies, work
horizontally and vertically,
regroup and estimate.

They become fluent in all tables to
12x; recognise common multiples;
recognise factors.

Students explore number
stories in which the factors are
found

They draw factor trees, list
multiples of two numbers,
create a12x times table square
and complete the Sieve of
Eratosthenes.

They identify the Highest Common
Factor and the Lowest Common
Multiple. They identify prime and
composite numbers.

Students observe the
progression for multiplication,
from single facts to regrouping
of two and three digit numbers
to 4 places.

They work in columns and later
on grid paper. They use a zero
for the place holder. They
trade..

Students become fluent in single
digit multiplication and explore two
digit multipliers with expanded
setting out.

Students hear story problems
requiring division.

They represent scenarios such
repeated sharing in accounting
formats, flexible method and the
more usual long division.

They solve simple division to 1000
and understand long division
methods.

Students take the number
stories above and problems in
them for and use addition and
subtraction to solve them.
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They gain skill in finding efficient
strategies for mental arithmetic
including measurement problems.
They partition, rearrange, regroup,
trade and use column sums for
addition and subtraction to 10,000.
They check by the reverse
process.
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Topic: 4.9

Mathematics:

Fractions 1

Central Experience
The unity and wholeness of the world has fallen away now and the children continue the process of
separation from the earlier participatory consciousness. This is the time to become aware of the world of
numbers between each whole number. This can be done by speaking the fraction sequences and the
number line. They work with concrete materials to see the reality of the fraction and recognise mixed
numbers and improper fractions. Adding and subtracting of fractions with the same denominator is
followed by work with equivalent fractions and then related denominators.

Future Capacities
Students have a living experience of number and now of fractions which will allow them to grow the
conceptual understanding and skills to work with mathematics throughout their school years. They will not
be reduced to formula too early but retain a sense of investigation.
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Content Description
Topic 4.9 Mathematics:

Fractions 1

Students learn to
1. Recognise, write and use ½, 1/3, ¼, 1/5, 1/10 and their multiples
2. Simplify fractions eg 2/4 , 4/6 using concrete representation
3. Recognise concretely or pictorially the value of improper, mixed fractions and equivalent
fractions
4. Represent problems involving fractions in drawing using pictures, pie charts, tables, lines
5. Solve simple fraction problems with the same or related denominator using addition and
subtraction
6. Use fractions in simple measurement problems

Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Experiences
Students engage in concrete
activities cutting up the whole
into different fraction pieces.

Multimodal Artistic Activities
They make paper fractions and
draw number line fractions.
They recognise equivalent
fractions in concrete materials
of different shapes.

Representation and
Understanding
They have a visual sense for the
size of fractions in relation to the
whole.

Students engage in morning
circle activities of reciting
fraction number sequences
and walking them on a number
line.

They visualise the sequence of
numbers and have an
experience of the steps in size
of fractions between whole
numbers.

They write fraction sequences and
name the denominator and
numerator. They name mixed
fractions and understand the value
of improper fractions

Students are given fraction
questions which require
adding of simple fractions with
a common denominator.

They use their concrete objects
and paper shapes to find
answers.

They solve addition and
subtraction with like denominators.

Students are given sums with
unlike denominators e.g. ½ +
¼

They use their fraction pieces of
various types to put together
addition and subtraction sums.

They understand the use of
common denominators and use
the equivalence of fractions to
explore addition or subtraction eg
¾ and ½.using concrete materials.
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Topic 4.10

Mathematics:

Fractions 2

Central Experience
To understand multiplication and addition of fractions students are given simple examples in spoken
language that they can visualise. They use concrete materials to create the sum and also draw it. When
they have understood the strategy for multiplication they can begin to practice. Similarly they work this
way with division until students find the method themselves.

Future Capacities
Students through discovering the rules of multiplication and division themselves after many concrete and
written examples, are able to experience the possibility of finding solutions and rules underlying
mathematics.
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Content Description
Topic 4.10

Mathematics:

Fractions 2

Students learn to
1. Convert improper and mixed fractions and recognise equivalent fractions
2. Represent problems involving the four processes with fractions in drawing using pictures, pie
charts, tables, lines.
3. Solve simple fraction problems concretely and pictorially with the same or related denominator
using the 4 operations
4. Use fractions in measurement problems

Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

Representation and
Understanding

Students are given many
contextual images to support
the understanding of fractions

They make further fraction sets
and draw addition and
subtraction sums.

They represent their addition and
subtraction fraction sums in writing
and find the common multiples for
unlike denominators.

Students are given a story and
image introduction to
multiplication of fractions.eg ½
of a half

They use concrete materials
and draw the sums. They find
solutions and see the rule in
concrete terms.

They understand and solve simple
multiplication of fractions by
multiplying the two numerators
and two denominators.

Students are given a story to
represent the procedure for
dividing fractions.
½ divided by 1/4 – how many
times does a quarter fit into a
half?

They translate the concept into
spoken form. They work
through progressions of dividing
until they discover the rule.

They understand and solve simple
division of fractions by multiplying
by the reciprocal.
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Topic 4.11

Mathematics:

Freehand Geometry

It would, however, be good to bring before our children a movement endowed concept of a triangle .......I
can picture innumerable triangles which move and these have the characteristic of having an angle sum
of 180 degrees........ Just think how transparent the whole theory of the triangle would become by starting
out from such an inwardly moving concept and then developing the metric of the triangle.
Rudolf Steiner Stockmeyer Curriculum
Freehand geometry develops the feeling capacity for the ideal form itself. The connection with the
archetypal forms has to come from the feeling level, and not yet out of the intellectual realm.
Fabrie, Gottenbos and York 2009

Central Experience of the Content
Each of the geometric forms is first experienced as movement in space then via sensory observation its
qualities are noted. Thus the circle is a point moving both forward and rotating. The ellipse rotates faster
at the points than the straights. This method brings real understanding through the child’s own embodied
experience. The children derive the 360 degrees of the circle from the rotation of the fixed stars around
the circle of the earth and make a protractor. The relationship between forms is found through their
derivation, initially the triangle and the square from the circle.

Future Capacities
At any time in the curriculum when an inner mobility of pictorial thought is developed this enlivens the
future capacity in a way that fixed concepts and definitions cannot. To inwardly imagine and transpose
forms is a forerunner to the same mobile quality in relation to more conceptual thoughts in the future.
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Content Description
Topic 4.11
Mathematics

Freehand Geometry

Students learn to:
1. Experience the geometric forms in movement in space and draw the circle, ellipse, triangle and
quadrilaterals and identify their characteristics.
2. Derive, understand and use the 360 degree protractor to measure angles greater and less than
a right angle
3. Draw and use colour to highlight the forms and the beauty of their extended patterns eg spiral
or rotated triangles and quadrilaterals.
Content Elaborations
Possible Learning Experiences

Artistic Multimodal Activities

Students move in larger space
and observe the teacher
drawing the derivations of the
circle, ellipse, triangle and
square.

Students draw the circle as a
moving point forward and
rotating; the ellipse forward and
rotating faster at the points.
They draw the triangle as an
increase in rotation at three
points.

They hear and observe the
teachers description of the
movement of the fixed stars
around the circle over 24
hours and the year.

They experience the forms in
movement in space.

They observe the qualities of
the triangle and square.

They listen to and observe the
descriptions underlying the
understanding of the
quadrilateral family.

Students draw the movement of
the stars of 4 minutes per day
and derive the 360 degrees of
the circle from the minutes in a
day.
They find the angles, vertices,
lines and axes of symmetry of
the triangle and square.
They draw the rectangle,
rhombus, parallelogram and
trapezium and their
characteristics.

Representation and
Understanding
Students draw tangents as lines
off the rotating circle or ellipse.

They understand the degrees of
the circle and can make and use a
protractor to measure angles and
name and define angles.
They draw up a table of the
qualities of all the quadrilaterals.

Students experience the
relationship between the forms.
They are inspired by the beauty of
the creative forms which underlie
the world and the cosmos.

Students extend each form in
geometric patterns with colour
used to bring the beauty of
form.eg nested squares,
triangles in a circle, rhombus
derived stars, star made from
parallelograms, isosceles
trapezoid over a circle chord.
See Schuberth Geometry
Lessons In The Waldorf School
p36-38.
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Topic 4.12

Mathematics

Form Drawing Class 4

One should make the child aware of the fact that the whole human being takes part when he is drawing a
circle, that even the eyes are making a circular movement. This feeling for forms, their curves their
straightness, their rhythms and movements is what Rudolf Steiner wanted to awaken….our active gaze
should re-awaken the forms inwardly.
Niederhauser and Frohlich (1984)

The Central Experience of the Content
The curriculum here points to Celtic and Norse woven forms and braiding (see fig 1). These forms require
a lot of detailed visualisation. They are no longer in the realm of natural absorbing of gestures but are
challenging to the child. Drawing braiding of up to 5 threads or intricate intersecting woven designs
require the children to be completely focussed. In addition earlier linear forms are transformed according
to proportions of the main fractions studied (see fig 2) or are centred round a circular helping line
(see fig 3)

Future Capacities
In Class 4 the Form Drawing works to enrich the development of what will later emerge as the intellect.
This is through the Celtic woven and braided forms. The image of spinning or following the thread of a
thought gives us some idea of the connection of these forms to the new forces of intellect soon to be
born. Being able to interweave ideas, to follow the pattern and see how each thread crosses over the
other brings a healthy organisation to the thinking.
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Content Description
Topic 4.12 Mathematics

Form Drawing Class 4
(usually done as blocks or weekly lessons)

Students will learn to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Find, explore, move and draw lines and curves including:
Rosettes
Celtic and Nordic woven and braided forms
More complex freehand geometry
Explore and use in movement and drawing the directions of space and the polarities of
movement (fast/slow, holding/ releasing);
6. Develop harmony, symmetry, beauty and order of form.
Content Elaboration
Possible Learning Experiences
Multi-Modal Artistic Activities
Representation and
Understanding
Children visualise and follow
inwardly the movement of the forms
presented including rosettes and
complex geometrical forms with
their dynamic or imaginative
gestures.
They explore these forms in their
body and the world around them.
They connect to the formative
forces of the natural world.
*They repeatedly practice forms by
walking the patterns in Eurythmy
lessons and other group
geometrical movement exercises.

The children experience movement
between the polarities of fast/slow,
holding/ releasing and finding the
balance point and the pause in the
flow.
They express polarities experienced
in colour which complement or
enhance the form: receding or
radiating, active or passive, merging
or forming.

They develop spatial orientation,
body geography and harmonious
balanced movement.

Children explore and dramatise
movement of forms through class
and individual expression.
Students see and inwardly
transform linear into circular
forms and straight forms
proportionally.

Students see, investigate and
research Norse and Celtic woven
and braided patterns.

They use 1/2 , ¼ and 1/3
proportions to transform line
patterns.(p 46)
They transform linear looped forms
and cross-over forms onto a
circular guide line.
They weave 2, 3 and 4 strand
braided designs. They complete
intersecting woven forms with and
without guidelines. (p 44, 45)
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Children gain experience
and skill in inner/outer
orientation and balance
through spacing, position
and balance of form on
the page: right/ left, top/
bottom, beginning/end.
They unfold an
appreciation of order,
symmetry, beauty and
harmony strengthening
the imaginative faculty.
Children through
repetition of forms
develop strength of will,
grace and
purposefulness.

They can judge
proportion accurately and
can use radii to arrange
patterns around a circle.

They can follow complex
woven designs freely and
keep order in complex
braided designs.
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OVERARCHING THEMES
Which are implemented throughout

Stage 2: Classes 4-6

Contents
A.
B.
C.
D.

Festivals, Celebrations and Rhythms of Time
(not applicable to Stage 2)
Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Morning Circle

NOTE:

Geography content added August 2013 / November 2013/
September 2014
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Overarching Themes Stage 2
Which Are Implemented Throughout Classes 4 - 6

Theme A: Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Integrated Overarching Theme A

Stage 2 (Class 4-6)

“Throughout the year we fulfil the common tasks and duties of daily life and at the times of a festival we
turn our attention to the links which bind us with eternity. And although daily life is fraught with many a
struggle, at these times a feeling awakens within us that above all the strife and turmoil there is peace
and harmony”
Rudolf Steiner
"Those who contemplate the beauty of the Earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life
lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the migration of birds, the ebb and flow of tides, the
folded bud ready for spring. There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature -- the
assurance that dawn comes after the night and spring after the winter."
Rachel Carson
The Central Experience of the Content

As in times past festivals are held to celebrate such events as the harvest or spring. They bring whole
communities together in shared purpose and highlight the supportive cycles of life, They bring meaning to
human existence and reconnect people with the universe and their origins. The children sense the joy
and gratitude in the community around them. Children experience the diverse cultural festivals and the
historical continuum of celebrating the earth, humanity and the cosmos and their connections. A sense of
the great spans of time and the progressing cycles of existence is experienced.
Future Capacities
The experience of the festivals will live within the child, fostering reverence through the acknowledgement
of something greater than themselves, allowing trust to grow and gratitude and harmony to be more
deeply experienced. Through the sense of being embedded in the great cycles of life the students gain
security and trust which is a counter to the ever changing challenges of daily life.
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Content description
Integrated Overarching A Theme Stage 2:
Time

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of

Students will learn to:
1. Sing, recite and follow creative movement for the rhythms of time and celebrate the rhythms of
the day and night and connect with sun, the moon and stars.
2. Hear stories of festivals and family celebrations and experience cycles of the seasons through
celebrations for harvest, mid-winter and spring.
3. Observe and celebrate the changing beauty and bounty of nature
4. Listen and connect to stories of the past ways of preparing festivals through growing food,
cooking, making handcrafts and storytelling and music.
5. Recall, illustrate and write reports about aspects of festivals and celebrations from teachers
and elders from many cultures.
6. Bake, make decorations and gifts for festivals, dress in festive clothes and learn music and
dances.
7. Play recorder and string instruments in whole school and class orchestras.
8. Celebrate school festivals and community gatherings as well as class celebrations such as
birthdays, farewells and end of term celebrations.
9. Gain awareness of days and weeks celebrated or commemorated in Australia (including
National Reconciliation Week and National Sorry Day) and the importance of symbols and
emblems.
10. Celebrate world events from diverse cultures and experience the various connections Australia
has with other countries and cultures; understand and contribute to Australian and world-wide
community aid projects.
11. Organise, lead and MC aspects of festivals.

Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Learning Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

They experience the nature
and festival table with art
prints, representation of
elements of nature from the
mineral, plant and animal
world.

Children experience the rhythms of
time in diverse cultural folk dances in
which the cycles of seasons, day and
night and cosmic movement of the
sun and planets are embodied as
well as the connections to their
origins, history and to the earth.

Children attend festivals of
the school, class
community and parent and
wider community with guest
speakers.
Children hear narratives
and learn about aspects of
seasonal changes in the
environment
They learn about chosen
world-wide cultural festivals
including Australian
indigenous festivals and
those from Asia-Pacific.

Children sing and play songs on
recorder, string instruments and
musical instruments from diverse
cultures; they include songs of the
seasons, festivals and cosmic cycles
in their morning circle each day and
for the festival.
Children recall narratives and
information learnt and draw and paint
aspects of the seasonal and cultural
festivals.
They prepare for festivals- harvesting
produce, baking soups, cakes, bread;
decorating, making gifts for farewells
and birthdays; dressing in eg spring
flower wreaths. They take produce
and gifts to the wider local
community
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Deep Knowledge,
Understanding and Skills
Children write about the
seasonal, nature and cultural
festivals over time and across
cultures.
They understand the role of
festivals in marking and
celebrating aspects of history.
They experience the importance
of sacred places in nature and
community where festivals are
celebrated.
They experience the security of
the rhythms of life and the joyful
anticipation of the return of the
cycles of celebration.
Children experience community
as it supports people throughout
the passage of time and they
begin to understand the
potential of their own
contribution to community and
festivals.
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Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Learning Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

Children experience and
contribute to social
impulses for support or aid
for other communities and
countries.

They plan, MC and lead performance
aspects and speeches.

Deep Knowledge,
Understanding and Skills
They experience connections to
other countries and cultures of
the world and are aware of how
this affects their awareness of
the world.
They gain skills and confidence
in speech craft, leadership and
organisation.
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Overarching Theme C: Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Integrated Overarching Theme C

Stage 2 (Classes 4-6)

Handcrafts of the Traditional World / Woodwork

The Central Experience of the Content from the Perspective of History
The experience of traditional handcrafts takes children to times of old when the family and local
community made many of the furnishings, tools and clothes in their homes, when crafts were done by all
around the fire at night and care was taken with the objects which represented many hours of labour.
They experience the practical reality of past ways of life and they gain the skills for life in sewing, wool
crafts, weaving and woodwork which were once learnt by all. The love of colour, texture and form of
their work nurtures their artistic sense.

Future Capacities
The children develop a sense of care for each other’s work and a feeling of community that will remain
with them. They learn to appreciate the beauty and artistry of handmade goods and the empowerment
that comes from being able to make one’s own belongings. The development of community through
shared activity forms a model of a sustainable and creative future.
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Content description
Technology/History

Traditional Handcrafts of the World : Stage 2

Students will learn to:
1. Knit more complex articles and patterns including four needle knitting.
2. They make a range of toys, household items and clothes including socks or mittens, embroidered
items and dolls and felt animals.
3. To sew and use more complex embroidery.
4. They draft patterns for animal forms, felt wool and sew up.
5. They use a pattern to cut out, sew and finish a formed doll.
6. To dye fabrics and wool.
7. Plan and design woodwork projects, rasp, file, sand and oil wood for home or classroom objects.
8. Plan and create projects related to Science, History, Maths, Geography and English Topics using
clay, stone copper or bush objects. e.g. Class 4- Copper work, smithing or forging, pen and ink.
Class 5- Egyptian pyramid building, Egyptian jewellery or basketry, Greek architectural forms
Class 6 – Models of Roman aqueducts, bridge building
Content Elaboration

Threefold Cycle of Content

Possible Teachers
Multimodal Artistic Activities
Presentations and Children’s
Learning Experiences
Children learn to work with four
Children observe and study the needles and to design and follow
making of knitted socks,
patterns with stripes, geometric
mittens and of designs in the forms and fair isle designs.
round .They experience knitting
being done by the teacher and They sew up and finish knitted
visitors such parents and
pieces of more complex clothing into
grandparents.
toys, clothing or other items as gifts.
They hear stories of past ways
of life and the origins of the
materials they are using such
as silk, wool, cotton and
Children see teachers and
community members drafting
patterns, sewing and finishing
dolls and toy animals.

Children do more complex
embroidery including cross stitch
forms. They design items such as
bookmarks, pencil cases, pillow
cases, table runners or wall
hangings.

Representation or Deep
Understanding
Children develop a deep connection
to the joy and satisfaction of making
something with their own hands
which traditional life gave.
Children gain skill increased skill in
plain, purl and in shaping, casting
off and on of knitting as well as
following patterns, fair isle, four
needle knitting in the round and
design.
They appreciate the closeness to
the beauty of nature and its forms,
colours and textures which arises in
traditional craftwork.

Children follow patterns, cut out, sew
and finish a formed doll with hair,
Children experience the contribution
facial features and clothes.
of the natural environment to life
Children see the woodworker or
and family. They understand the
teacher preparing wood,
Children design, rasp, file, sand and value and qualities of different
rasping, filing, sanding and
polish well-finished items out of
materials used for different items
polishing.
wood eg egg forms, spoons and
bowls.
Children experience the ways of
They experience many
life, tools, materials and skills of
handcrafted items used in the
traditional times in their own class
school.
community - times in which
everything in the environment was
made with care and artistry.
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Traditional Handcrafts of the World
Range of Activities
(A Creative Arts Curriculum will detail Scope and Sequence in Stage 2 of the ASCF Project 2014)
Class 4
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work

Class 5
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work

Wool
crafts

Pictures/ patterns
Stocking stitch, fair isle
patterns
Shaping, finishing

Four/five needle knittingmittens, socks or gloves
Felting clothes
Further crochet, double
and triple
Increase and decrease

Weaving

Circular weaving
Needle
More complex plaits, cords, ropes

Approach

Doll-making

Paper
crafts
Wood work

Sewing

Trades
Metalwork/
Main
Lesson
related
Festival
crafts

Class 6
Work from patterns
Picture forms
Design work
3-D pattern making
Felted slippers with leather soles

Frame loom
Macramé,
Netted bags
Pattern use
Shaped head, limbs
Hair and facial features
Clothes for doll

Paper mache forms of local area, region
Handmade paper
Bark and twigs to make
Different timbers and
Make spoons, scrapers, darning
animals, boats, figures.
their properties,
eggs, moving toys, eg pecking
Make simple spoon,
hollowing out logs, use birds, waddling ducks.
stirrer
of simple tools to
Filing, rasping, chiselling, planing,
Log constructions eg
shape timber, split
sawing, sanding
borders
kindling.
Safe handling of tools.
Cross-stitch, skill with
Consolidate stitching
Felt animals
needle, thimble
skills
Pattern making, gussets, 3-d
Pincushions, book
form, turning inside out, , stuffing,
covers, bags,
shaping
Tapestry
stab stitch and glove stitch
Copper work, smithing
Egyptian Jewellery,
Rome -Bridge building,
Simple charcoal pit
Egyptian pyramids,
aqueducts, architecture
forge, poker
Models from Greek
Simple musical instruments
Boat building- Viking
architecture/columns
boats
Basketry, coiled ,
Pen and ink
handle making
Candle making, flower wreaths, leaf rubbings, corn dolls, bread dough figures,
decorated candles, tissue paper mobiles and transparencies, mandalas, symbols,
egg decorating, mask making.

Woodwork Class 5 & 6
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Example: Handcrafts supporting a History Main Lesson
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Overarching Theme D: Morning Circle Class 4 - 6
The Central Experience of the Content
The day has its rhythm and each morning we rebuild the class community by activities that reunite the
individuals into a whole. Each morning an integrated session of movement, choral verse speaking,
singing, instrumental (recorder and percussion) playing of material (poems, songs and action rhymes)
related to the current Main Lesson content serves to:
 deepen the learning through artistic experience; and
 reunite the students of the class into a community.

Future Capacities
Creativity and team playing grow from shared artistic experiences such as Morning Circle.
Learning in community fosters a sense of relationship and being a member of a team. The artistic
deepening of learned content fosters a creative imaginative and inner mobility.

Content Description
English/ Creative Arts
Students will learn to
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Morning Circle Classes 4-6

Practice Lessons

Speak morning verses, greetings and verses to bring balance and focus
Speak Australian poetry and sing Australian bush ballads.
Speak verses from a diverse cultural and historical range including Northern Europe,
Ancient Cultures and Asia-Pacific.
Sing songs relating to the learning themes from the Topics, seasons, festivals
and daily rhythms
Play recorder, string instruments and percussion with increasing ability to read music
and perform at assemblies and concerts
Integrate mathematical tables and number patterns with body percussion and movement
Practice a range of mental arithmetic
Engage in folk dance and bean bag and movement games

Morning Circle
Verse
for Ancient Cultures:
Egypt
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Achievement Standard Class 4: ENGLISH
Receptive Modes (listening, reading and viewing)
1. By the end of Year 4 students have developed a wide and descriptive vocabulary based on
the experience of speaking quality verse and imaginative poetry.
2. They understand that texts have different text structures depending on purpose and
audience.
3. They explain how language features, images and vocabulary are used to engage the interest
of audiences.
4. They describe literal and implied meaning connecting ideas in different texts. They express
preferences for particular texts, and respond to others’ viewpoints. They listen for key points
in discussions.
Productive Modes (speaking, writing and creating)
5. Students use language features to create coherence and add detail to their texts.
6. They understand how to express an opinion based on information in a text.
7. They create texts that show understanding of how images and detail can be used to extend
key ideas.
8. Students create structured texts to explain ideas for different audiences.
9. They make presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, varying
language according to context.
10. They demonstrate understanding of grammar, select vocabulary from a range of resources
and use accurate spelling and punctuation, editing their work to improve meaning

General Capabilities Class 4:

ENGLISH

Literacy:
As independent readers, students read a range of fiction and non-fiction books, and are given the
opportunity of building a life-long connection with quality literature. They listen to, read, represent and
respond to texts based on significant world mythology, and continue to develop their skills in expressing
themselves in a range of communication styles.
Numeracy:
The method of imaginative learning links with numeracy through an emphasis on visualization and the
development of images for mathematical concepts eg imaginative stories to introduce and visualize
fractions.
Information and communication technology:
Students learn about the early development of writing and the implements used as a historical
technology. They understand the role of a range of communication technologies from bark painting,
through cuneiform tablets, quills, to pen and ink, and even typewriters.
Critical and creative thinking:
Learning continues to work through the imagination as students build inner pictures which are expressed
through illustration, movement and text. Their creative faculties are enhanced through the emphasis on
visualization and also representation of texts through dramatic performance. A creative response is
embedded in the learning process. Students reflect on the stories to which they listen, and discuss and
review them with a greater independence.
Ethical behaviour:
Year 4 English texts provide students with a wide variety of ethical situations that raise questions of good
and evil, personal ambition versus the common good, deceit and honesty: the story of Australia’s
beginnings as a new country also raises ethical issues which have affected and continue to affect every
generation since the founding. Working with these issues through imaginative methods (stories, visual
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representation, simple discussion) enables students of Year 4 age to deal with the ethical complexities at
an age appropriate level.
Personal and social competence:
Students respond creatively to their learning: they develop personal competence at self expression
through speaking, representing and writing. In groups they perform dramatic pieces, work together on
projects, write texts together and express their views in discussions.
Intercultural understanding:
Students continue to deepen their literary experience of other cultures including Australian aboriginal
culture through imaginative participation in mythology and stories. They represent these narratives in
illustration, drama, discussion and written texts. The experience of this diversity provides a foundation for
a sympathetic relationship with other cultures and traditions throughout life.

Cross Curriculum Perspectives Class 4 :

ENGLISH

Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Students learn about the beginnings of European settlement in Australia at the same time as they learn in
a more conscious way about the traditional worldview of aboriginal peoples. The narrative of Australian
history is seen from multiple perspectives: that of the indigenous person and that of the European.
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
The broad experience of diverse cultures on which the curriculum is based continues to build a tolerance
for diversity and difference in general, which indirectly promotes a sense of connection with all other
cultures, including Asia. Reading material is promoted which enhances understandings of Asia, and
Australia’s engagement with Asia.
Sustainability:
The sense of separation of self and world is now established. The continued emphasis on imaginative
learning builds a bridge into Nature through the enhance sympathy that imaginative thinking promotes, in
contrast to the subject-object separation that traditional intellectual thinking can provide. The English
curriculum strongly links with the literature of Zoology in Science where stories of animals are seen from
the animal’s perspective, encouraging students to maintain a “participative awareness” in the natural
world.
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Achievement Standard Class 4: MATHEMATICS
1. By the end of Class 4 students recall multiplication facts to 12x12 and the related division facts.
They are familiar with numbers to 100 000. They solve algorithms with addition and subtraction
and trading to 10 000. They use simple division and multiplication to solve problems to 1,000
using appropriate strategies. They solve a range of problems with the four processes, fractions
and measurement through mental arithmetic.
2. They recognise, write and solve simple fraction sums with the same denominator. They locate
fractions on a number line. They find the highest common factors, lowest common multiples and
identify prime and composite numbers.
3. They estimate, measure with instruments, compare and record time, length, mass and capacity
and convert between units. They draw, colour, interpret and use simple maps with labelling.
They draw freehand rosettes and forms arising from circle divisions and identify angles. They
gather information and draw pie charts and picture graphs.

General Capabilities Class 4:

MATHEMATICS

Literacy
Literacy is interwoven within the Mathematics Topics throughout this stage in the poems and verses of
morning circle. In Class 4 a new language of factors, multiples and fractions is learnt. In Main Lesson
books there are visual representations, written explanations and calculations eg written problems,
explanation of the Sieve of Eratosthenes.
Numeracy
In Stage 2 the learning still has components of a practical and authentic nature. The teacher embeds,
through the content elaborations in column 1, the story/descriptive content for the learning in relation to
Local Area studies or in Class 4 Mapping. Mathematics is thus experienced as a world to which they
can apply all aspects of their related practical skills, artistic exploration and creative thinking.
Competence in Information and Communication Technology
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework in Stage 2 the scaffolding of later work in ICT is begun.
1. Technology is understood in its relationship to the world and their work eg making a protractor 4.11
gives an understanding of how technology can support our interaction in the world.
2. The scaffolded skills of visual representation, clear organisation and ‘filing and retrieving’ of
information are built into their bookwork which documents their learning journey .
Critical and Creative Thinking
In Stage 2 the development of critical and creative thinking is built through
1. Oral language skills. The ability to develop nuances of thought requires the equivalent richness of
language and syntax brought in stories which provide the contextual basis of number problems eg
indigenous life of the local area.
2. Work with concrete and artistic representation of fractions eg pizzas, pies, paper models (4.8) in
which the visual thinking is developed.
4. Development of diverse strategies to solve mathematical problems (3.8 partitioning, regrouping,
visual representation, estimation).
5. The Form Drawing (3.12) fourfold symmetry exercises, metamorphoses and transformations
from inner to outer curves develop the ability for imaginative and flexible thinking.
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Ethical Behaviour
This capability is developed
1. In the connection of mathematical ideas to the beauty of the formative dynamics of the natural world
(4.11 Freehand Geometry, Form Drawing 4.12) a connection which underpins ethical decision making
in the future.
2. When there is appreciation for the mathematical skills in mapping(4.5 Local Area Mapping) and
through the context of problems of how things can be shared equally (4.8 Fractions).
Personal and Social Competence
This is developed in the class community through shared mapping projects requiring group hikes
around the local area and camps (4.5 Local Area: Mapping) There is also an emphasis on ethical
personal endeavour rather than competitive achievement.
Intercultural Understanding
Connection and respect for other cultures is built through learning embedded in stories from indigenous
cultures of the local area(4,5) in mapping. It also can be taken up in Egyptian and Sanskrit Fraction
notation (4.9) and in Form Drawing (4.12) of Celtic and Nordic woven and braided forms.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 4: MATHEMATICS
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the story streams of eg
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people which stream through Mathematics Topics (4.5) as well as
Science and History.
Asia
The historical development of fractions can weave in Asian mathematics from China and India.
Sustainability
Environmental integrity comes through connection and this is built through the Form Drawing Topic 4.12
and Freehand Geometry 4.11 which look at dynamic forms underlying the natural world.
Practical work is begun in representing data and the investigation, evaluation and communication
of this data .
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Achievement Standard Class 4: SCIENCE/GEOGRAPHY
Human Being and the Environment- Place - Biology
1. Human and Animal: Students draw a simple representation of the threefold head, rhythmic and limb
systems in the human being. They describe the human capacities of upright posture, speech and
thought. They draw or identify the forms of animals in relation to this 3-fold structure and to the
environment in which they live.
2. The Local Area/Region/Gardening
Students identify, illustrate and describe animals, plants and bush food in the local environment including
their seasonal life cycles and the interrelationships that support life.
They draw a bird’s eye view map of the school using a scale, frame and key. They describe directions
and locate features.

Managed and Constructed Environment- Chemistry/ Physics
3.
4.
5.

Writing: The students make pigments, paint or ink as well as clay or wax tablets or paper. They also
make implements e.g. brushes or pens with quills.
Crafts; Students work with historical crafts to change materials e.g. Viking boat building, copper
work. They sew, crochet and embroider.
Local Area/Region: Students participate in and record Indigenous ways of life including cooking.
Students are aware of Aboriginal connection to Place and Country and the Dreaming. They illustrate
and describe the indigenous use of materials in the local environment for shelter, food gathering and
fishing.

Geography- Environment - Earth and Space and Science and the Human Being:
6.
7.
8.
9.

The Local Area/Region Students draw, map and describe the geology, landforms and climate and
their relationship to historical development
Festivals They participate in the festivals and celebrations of the seasons and cycles of time.
Human and Animal: They identify the skill of the human being in developing tools and inventions
and our responsibility in changing and caring for the environment.
Camp: Students use the knowledge of the local area to develop safe and useful practices for
cooking and shelter.

Geographical and Scientific Inquiry:
10. Local Area: Students observe, estimate and measure the local environment while mapping. They
investigate the relationship of the characteristics of the local environment and its historical
development, posing questions, and making predictions.
11. Develop questions about the living requirements in their local region. They explore, research and
reflect on suitable clothing, supplies, bush foods, cooking and shelter for their trip in the natural
environment. They follow protocols for consultation with the local Aboriginal community.

General Capabilities Class 4

SCIENCE/GEOGRAPHY

Literacy
The students Main Lesson Books become ever richer in form, illustration and expression and in range of
themes about which they write. The Local Area study with the journal work on camp and lists of
preparation and provisions, expands the range of texts developed by students. Specialised vocabulary is
built of animals, their habitats, bush foods, local vegetation and indigenous words.
Numeracy
In Class 4 the students integrate and extend numeracy in the Local Area: Mapping. Working with
mapping in a practical way connected to their immediate experience brings a bridge from Measurement
the year before and develops the skills in representation and interpretation out of a visual reality. This is
developed further in the larger scale maps of the extended area. The geometric patterns of the
Embroidery eg cross-stitch, are a practical work with form.
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ICT
The Art and Science of Writing follow through the history of information and representation which will lead
to ICT in High School. Mapping is another skill which may be considered best learnt first by hand for a
thorough understanding. A respect for the development of tools is formed when students realise that all
animal specialisations have been paralleled by human invention using resources from the environment
e.g. spade (wombat), binoculars (eagle), airplane (birds) etc.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The growing understanding of the relationship between the landscape, vegetation, historical
development, economics and culture is approached by practicalities of water supply and suitable soils
and pasture as well as transport routes, climate and building materials. Students compare animal forms
to the human and each other to find those animals that are predominantly limb or head animals or have
specialisations which human beings meet through tools. This develops a practical thinking grounded in
reality before them.
Ethical Behaviour
The consideration of Aboriginal Life and its sustainability and reverence for the environment is a picture
of ethical life. Aboriginal Dreaming stories give an experience of the relationship and importance of their
culture to the landscape, weather and animals. The reflection through story on the human being and the
gifts of uprightness, free hands and speech bring a sense of responsibility toward the rest of the created
world and a stewardship of plant and animal life.
Personal and Social Competence
The Class 4 camp is an experience which brings the class community together in a new way. The
students plan food and shelter, keep a journal of experiences and support each other on the journey.
Intercultural Understanding
The two Topics on Aboriginal life bring understanding of another very different culture. The work on
Myths of Northern Europe also extends cultural pictures to another way of life

Cross Curriculum Perspectives Class 4
SCIENCE/GEOGRAPHY
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
The Topics of Indigenous Legends: End of the Dreaming, Local Area: Mapping and Geography of the
Local Environment have strong elements of Aboriginal life and culture. This can be practical in looking at
bush food with a local elder or hearing of the history of Aboriginal Culture and European settlement. They
also learn about Aboriginal use of materials of the natural environment for hunting, shelter and canoes.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The Overarching Theme of Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time develops links to Asia Pacific as
do stories of the history of the immediate local area and any immigrant settlement.
Sustainability
The consideration of Aboriginal life brings a picture of a sustainable way of living. The Human Being and
the Animal provides an experience of the possibility of the stewardship.
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Achievement Standards Class 4

HISTORY

1. Students experience immersion in the Northern European mythologies which bring experience
of courage and of the receding presence of the gods, indigenous stories which bring
transcendent pictures of creation, the Dreaming and place as well as the local area and its
landscapes, flora, fauna and built environment. They are involved in Festivals and Celebrations.
2. Students engage in practical exploration, mapping and camping in the local environment and
experiencing ways of building shelters and preparing food used by the indigenous peoples.
They participate in verse, drama and artwork from cultural stories.
3. They investigate and integrate different sources and perspectives on the local area and its
geographical and climatic background in relation to development of the area and the indigenous
ways of life.
4. Students understand and record the relationships between history, geography, literary
sources and the development of communities in the wider local area and indigenous life, using
timelines
5. They communicate: Write historical narratives and reports using appropriate terms
accompanied by drawing, speaking about and performing in drama and music. They make items
from history topics in class and group projects and performances.

General Capabilities Class 4

HISTORY

Literacy
Literacy skills are developed through the recitation of the rich language, imagery and alliterative verse of
the mythological world of the Norsemen. The Science, Art and History of Handwriting develops aesthetic
and fluent writing styles. Calligraphy schools the sense of balance and harmony of form in handwriting.
The content of Aboriginal Dreaming stories and history brings more complex writing of texts and
Geography of the Local Region begins more individual journal work with maps and drawings.
Numeracy
Numeracy is developed through mapping skills of the region in Topic 4.6.
ICT
Although digital ICT skills begin in Stage 3, the emerging confidence with technology is an important step.
From the forge to copper work and camping equipment they take responsibility for safe and skillful use of
technology. In the making of a pen, handmade paper and use of ink they experience the beginnings of
the history of writing and communication.
Critical and Creative Thinking
Creative thinking, is nourished by the continuing stream of world mythologies. Recall of visual images
and daily illustration of mythological history works with the imaginative dimension.
Critical or conceptual thinking is still linked to the world and is found in the local area and region
studies when they see how the environment was developed in relation to the geography and how
indigenous life related to the food and materials of the environment.
Ethical Behaviour
Resilience and self- responsibility in the camping experience as well as connection to nature foster future
ethical relationship to the environment.
Personal and Social Competence
The cooperation between students in planning the food and shelter of the camp and living in community
develops personal and social skills. During hiking and camping the students support and uplift each other
when tiredness or cold effects them.
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Intercultural Understanding
The Topics of Dreaming Stories, and Myths and Legends of Northern Europe bring diverse cultures to the
children.

Cross Curriculum Perspectives Class 4

HISTORY

Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Students learn about the traditional worldview of aboriginal people. .
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
The broad experience of diverse cultures on which the curriculum is based continues to build a tolerance
for diversity and difference in general, which indirectly promotes a sense of connection with all other
cultures, including Asia. Reading material is promoted which enhances understandings of Asia, and
Australia’s engagement with Asia.
Sustainability:
The sense of separation of self and world is now established. The continued emphasis on imaginative
learning builds a bridge into Nature through the enhance sympathy that imaginative thinking promotes, in
contrast to the subject-object separation that traditional intellectual thinking can provide.
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